Abstract. We consider a bitopological vector space
1. Let (£\, -<;) be a directed set and let be a family of positive function on X.
is said to be a family of quasi-norms on X iff the following conditions hold:
(Ql) Va € h p a (0) = 0; (Q2) VA € l\ 3/x € ii such that A -< n and
Vx,y£X p\(x + y) < p^x) + p^y);
(Q3) A^/j^Vxel p x {x) < p M 0r);
(Q4) VA € £\ 3/i € l\ such that A -< fi and
Vx E X Vr e R p\{rx) < \r\p^{x).
If in addition the condition {px{x) = 0 VA e 4) => x = 0 is satisfied, then the family of quasi-norms {p a }aeei is said to be separating. Assume now that (X, i?) is a separated topological vector space. Then the topology i9 can be generated by a separating family {g 7 } 7g ¿ 1 of quasi-norms. This result is due to Hyers [1] , 1939 who used the term "pseudo-norms" instead of "quasi-norms".
Let I =]a,P[c R, and let ||.|| be a norm on X. Then X becomes a bitopological vector space under the pair of topologies ||.||). Let &(•&) be the locally convex topology on X generated by all continuous semi-norms {p Q } Q g¿ 2 on (X, Then (t(t9) is coarser than tf. Let us recall some basic functional spaces and notations which will be used later. Denote by M(I) -the system of all Lebesgue measurable set in /; 
Bi(X) -the unit ball in (X, ||.||); B(X)
-
Generalized Lebesgue-Bochner Space 1/(1,(X^, ||.||))
Assume that all the hypotheses of the above paragraph are satisfied. Suppose also that the following conditions hold:
Since X satisfies the condition (1.1.3), then ê is coarser than the topology generated by the norm ||.|| and B(X a^) = B(X) -B(X#).
It follows from the conditions (1.1.1), (1.1.2), and (1.1.3) that (X, ||.||,i9) is sequentially complete, the norm ||.|| is lower semi-continuous as a function on Xtf, and (Xtf C l(X â , R) C X'.
Notion of generalized Bochner-integral for uniformly continuous functions
Let E E M (I) and let tp : E -> X$ such that <p> is uniformly continuous, We define the integral \ E <p(t)dt to be the limit of ^¿Li Qi as max i Atj 0, where the limit is taken with respect to the topology Such a limit exists and do not depend on the choice of the subdivision {¿¿} since ip : E -> X^ is uniformly continuous, ip(E) G B(X), i9 is coarser than the norm ||.||, and (B\ (X), i9) is sequentially complete.
The results given below are easy to prove and there are immediate consequences of the above definition: PROPOSITION 
Generalized Lebesgue-Bochner Space LP(E, (X#, ||.||))
Let <p : E -> X. We say that ip is measurable with respect to the topology $ if
Thus, HvIkII is measurable. So by Luzin theorem, there exists K\ C K compact such that
is continuous. Since n(E \ K\) < 2e, we conclude that ||</?|| is measurable. Let 1 < p < oo. We define the generalized Lebesgue-Bochner space LP{E, (X$, ||.|D) to be the following space:
17{E,
||.||)) = {if : E <p is measurable and \ ||ip{t)\\*dt < +oo}.
E
Analogously, we define Let tp € L 1 (E, (X-d, ||.||)) and let (K n ) be any sequence of compact sets in E such that <p\k" '• K n -> is continuous and ¡i(E \ K n ) -> 0. In this case, ip\K n is uniformly continuous with respect to the topology d and K n (K n ) is necessarily bounded in (X, ||.||). Put Proof. We have
L°°(E, (X#, ||.|D) = {(p : E -• X$\ ip is measurable and esssup ||<£>
since the Lebesgue integral is absolutely continuous. Therefore, we obtain that l K ip(t)dt is Cauchy sequence in (X, ||.||) and consequently, the limit in (1.2.3) exists in (X,i9) since (X, ||.||,t?) is sequentially complete. Similary, we prove that the limit do not depend on the choice of the sequence K n . Proof. The measurability of ip : E -> X$ follows from the measurability of <P Ufe=i E k and the fact that
It's clear that ||<¿>(.)|| IS integrable. Thus, <p E L l {E, ||.||)). On the other hand,
Proof. Let (<p n ) a Cauchy sequence in L l {E, ||.||)). Thus, there exists {</?n fc } a subsequence such that
II<p n -v?nj|i < 2~f e for n > n k .
To claim the result, it suffices to prove that ip nk converge to some ip E L l (E, (X#, ||.||)).
Pick any e > 0. As <p n is measurable, then Vn E N 3K n C E compact such that fi(E \ K n ) < e2~n~1 and <p n jK" ' • K n -> Xtf is continuous. Put K' = H^LI Kn-Then oo oo n{E \ K') = n{E \ fl K n ) = K\J(E\ K n )) < e2~l. By Levi theorem, W^n^ ~ fn k || converge almost everywhere to some integrable function ip. By Egorov theorem, it follows that there exists K" C E compact such that ¡x{E \ K") < e2~l and Ylk=i \\'-fn k+1 ~ <+>n k || converge uniformly to ij) on K". Thus, On the other hand, fi(E \ K) < e. Consequently, </?:£-> is measurable. Moreover, as ||<^|| < ip + ||<£>ni jj almost everywhere on E and
||. ||)). So, using (1.2.5) and taking into account that Ylk=i Wnk+1 -<Pnk] almost everywhere converge in (X, $), we deduce that Thus, we achieve the proof.
LEMMA 10. Let ip, ipn G L 1 (E, (X#, ||.||)) and <pn ->• <p in L 1 (E, (X#, ||.||)).
Then there exists a subsequence <pnk which converges almost everywhere on E to (p in (X, ||.||). 
E
Proof. Since 0 < \\tpm -ipn|| < ||ipm -<p\\ + \\ip -ipn\\ a.e. on E, and sinc IIV 3 -Vn|| 0 (as n -• oo) a.e. on E, then ||9?m -ipn|| -> 0 (as n,m -> oo) a.e. on E. On the other hand, ||ipm -ipn || is measurable and ||<pn -ipm|| < 2tp (a.e.) on E. Therefore, using the dominated convergence theorem, we conclude that \E \\<pn(t) -ipm(t)\\dt -> 0. Thus, (<p") is a Cauchy sequence in L 1 (E, (X$, ||. ||)). Consequently, there exists (p G L 1 (E, (X4, || -ID) such that IIPutt) -<p(t)\\dt -> 0. Using Lemma 10, we deduce that <p = (p a.e. on E. Thus, we achieve the proof.
Differentiability of generalized Bochner integral
Let I = [a, (3} C R. Throughout this section, M{I) will denote the system of all Lebesgue measurable sets in I and /x will denote the Lebesgue measure of R.
Let (X, ||.||,i?) be a bitopological vector space such that (X, -d) is a separated topological vector space and (X, ||.||) is a normed space.
Let {q-/}jei1 be a separating family of quasi-norms on X generating the topology Let a(d) be the locally convex topology on X generated by the family of all continuous semi-norms {pajaei-z on (X, $).
Assume that the topology cr(r)) is separated and assume also that X satisfies the conditions (1.1.1)-(1.1.3 ). Let t,t\ El such that t < t\ and let v?i eL^.p^J-ll))-Put f t ipi(s)ds = -jJ 1 <pi(s)ds. Proof. Since (pi is measurable then there exists (Kn) a sequence of compact sets in I such that for every n E N fi\K n • K n -> X$ is continuous and fi(I\K n ) < n -1 . Consequently, (p\ \x n is uniformly continuous and ip\{K n ) is bounded in (X, ||.||).
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that K n C K n +\. Let us remark that we can prolong <Pi\ku to a continuous function ipn : I X$ with the following properties: <p n (t) = <p\\K n (t) = >*pi(t) for t E K n , (p n (I) £
B{X).
Put ip n (t) = ||<p n (t) -Then (1.3.1) Vn E L\I, (Xtf, ||.|D) and Vt € K n ^n{t) = 0. 
J is a set of complete measure in I. Therefore, E = (U^=i K n ) HiD^i F n ) is also a set of complete measure in I. Let t E E, e > 0. Then there exists n E N such that t E K n .
Let 71 E l\. Since {g7}7e<?i i s a family of quasi-norms, then there exists fii E t\ such that Vx, y E X Vr £ R <?7l(x + y) < q^(x) + q tUl (y), and q lx {rx) < |r|g w (x).
On the other hand, using (1.3.1), (1.3.2), the continuity of and taking into account that t E F n , the norm ||.|| is finer than the topology In this case, we get Thus we achieve the proof. Thus we achieve the proof. Thus, g is absolutely continuous. On the other hand,
Hence, g is differentiable a.e. on I with respect to the topology and g'(t) = 0 a.e. on I. Consequently, for every t € / g(t) = g(t\) = 0. Therefore, using the fact that the topology a(i9) is separated, we deduce the Now we are ready to prove the existence and uniqueness of solution for initial value problem of first differential equation:
where the vector-valued function f:)a,j3[-> X is assumed to be in the generalized Lebesgue-Bochner space LP(I, (X#, ||.||)), (1 < p < +oo).
Existence and uniqueness of solution for initial value problem of first order differential equation involving generalized LebesgueBochner spaces LP {I, ||.||))
Let result. 
